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2021 started with showroom doors
remaining f irmly closed due to the Covid-
19 pandemic,  which led to dealers having to
pay even greater attention to their virtual
showrooms  and optimise their
communications with customers and
prospects.  Our recent research,  conducted
among motorists across the UK, highlights
wide disparit ies in how individuals prefer
to engage with dealerships.  

There are differences according to age and
gender,  and even where people are located
around the country.  But some interesting
general  trends emerge.  Now more than
ever,  understanding and accommodating
these communications preferences is  an
operational  priority in motor retai l .
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How buyers want to be contacted by
dealers

Email  remains consumers’  most
favoured method of inbound
communication relating to service
and MOT matters,  preferred by
36.4% .  This is  fol lowed by SMS,
favoured by 29.2%  of  consumers

When it  relates to a new or used car
purchase,  40.3%  of  consumers prefer
an enquiry to be responded to with a
phone cal l ,  and 34.1%  would rather a
dealer emailed them. 

How buyers want to contact
dealerships

For outbound communications,  when
contacting a dealer for service or
MOT work it  appears that making a
cal l  via landline or mobile is  the most
preferred option (47.6%  of
respondents) ,  fol lowed by email
(13.8% ) .

However,  when it  comes to enquiring
about a potential  car purchase,
despite continuing UK lockdowns,
our latest data shows that 40.3%  of
buyers would ideal ly opt for a face-
to-face visit  to enquire about a
vehicle,  i f  and when possible.

Transition smoothly between the
virtual and the physical dealership

If  there is  a consistent message from
the survey data,  it  is  that there is
l itt le consistency in how consumers
prefer to interact with dealerships.

The necessary response for retai lers
is an omni-channel strategy that
respects,  tracks and responds to
individual  communications
preferences.  

And recognises that these
preferences,  and the associated
permissions,  might change over t ime.

Flexible omni-channel
communications should support a
seamless transition between virtual
and physical  showrooms when
required.  Customers who have
contacted the dealer remotely should
ideally be greeted by staff  armed
with up-to-the-minute information
regarding their enquiry.  

There’s  nothing more frustrating to a
customer than having to explain their
enquiry twice.
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The best way to ensure the smooth
transition is  for dealers to integrate
eCRM technology into their contact
strategy.  Dealers can reduce the time
and labour required to reach out to
interested buyers,  while boosting
their chances of converting
prospects into sales.

Sales teams can use eCRM tools such
as Marketing Delivery’s  ‘Stock Alerts ’
system to keep potential  used car,
bike or van customers engaged and
updated with day-to-day stock
changes.  Stock Alerts automatical ly
generates and distributes tai lored
emails to potential  customers that
enquire about a vehicle,  updating
them with detai ls  of  relevant new
stock and any price changes on
existing stock.  

Its ‘Real-time Click Alert ’  system
detects when customers open these
emails to view a vehicle online.  It
instantly sends an automatic alert to
the dealer with the customer’s pre-
qualif ied contact detai ls  and the
specif ic model that has been viewed.
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After more than a year of intermittent
lockdowns, it  is  very unlikely motor retai l
wil l  ever return to the pre-Covid ‘normal ’ .
The pandemic has transformed the way
people research and purchase goods,
notably with more people browsing via
social  media platforms to faci l itate these
transactions than ever before.  Reliance
upon online purchasing has increased, and
people are growing in confidence about
interacting and making purchasing
decisions in this way.

Traditionally,  buyers wanted to see,  feel
and experience a vehicle before making a
purchase but,  Covid has fundamental ly
altered this shopping experience.  Even
with showrooms open again,  people remain
happy to view a vehicle online using virtual
tours and immersive technologies that
replace the showroom experience,  only
visit ing in person for a test drive or to sign
final  documents.

HOW TO MAKE SOCIAL
MEDIA WORK FOR YOUR
SALES
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Embrace social  media as an
extension of the showroom

Dealers who want to stay ahead of
the curve need to adapt to this new
way of interacting with customers
and faci l itate the process with a
digital  offering that provides a
trusted and transparent online
experience.  Social  media al lows
people to be served with,  and
respond to,  highly relevant adverts in
a way that is  impossible with print
media.  Sales teams who maximise on
the opportunities that social  media
can offer wil l  see immediate gains.

We have developed a suite of tools
specif ical ly for this purpose.  Our
research showed enquiries remained
strong throughout lockdown, and
38%  of  buyers said they would stay
engaged with a dealer that targeted
them with relevant social  media
adverts relating to their search for a
vehicle.  

This f igure rose to 62%  in the 18- to
30-year-old age bracket,  emphasising
that this research method appeals
more to the younger buyer.

Invest in expert software

Marketing Delivery’s  SocialStock
software enables dealers to place
tai lored advertisements on social
media platforms, matching the
potential  customer’s original  online
enquiry.  It  is  specif ical ly designed for
motor dealerships and is suitable for
businesses of any size – from
individual ,  solus-brand sites to large
groups with diverse franchise
portfol ios.  

The software takes the feed from the
dealers '  website directly which
lessens the administrative impact on
sales teams, and our SocialStock
platform takes care of the rest.

Keep the conversation going

SocialStock ensures that people only
see adverts relevant to their search,
increasing the l ikel ihood of
engagement.  Should someone cl ick
on a post,  they are taken to the
Vehicle Display Page of the website
to gain further detai ls  including ways
to reach out to the dealer.  
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The pandemic accelerated digital  change
across a broad spectrum of motor retai l
operations.  As showrooms and workshops
ramp up their communications to welcome
more customers back,  many aftersales
teams are grappling with a new digital
challenge – deciding how best to deal  with
large volumes of outdated or inaccurate
customer data.  

With signif icant numbers of customers
putting servicing and MOTs on hold during
the past year,  and the government
permitting extensions to MOT due dates
during lockdown one,  dealers and
customers al ike have struggled to keep on
top of the date changes.  A survey
conducted by comparison site GoCompare
found that one in 10  of  the drivers that
received a six-month MOT extension for
their car during the f irst coronavirus
lockdown were now unaware of when their
MOT expires.  

THE CHALLENGES OF 
COVID AND AFTERSALES 
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Automation eases the burden

To address the vast number of missed
or delayed services and MOTs, many
dealerships are now automating
aspects of data management and
conducting bulk cleanses.  Tools such
as Marketing Delivery’s  MOTBox ,  for
example,  can quickly cross-check the
dealer or workshop’s entire customer
database for accuracy against more
than 30 mil l ion MOT records held by
the UK’s Driver and Vehicle
Standards Agency (DVSA).  The system
wil l  identify customers in the
database whose vehicle is  over three
years old and in need of an MOT.

In an analysis of  dealer data for
MOTs due between June and August
2021,  we forecast an average of 925
extra MOT opportunities  per
workshop with a profit  potential  of
£14,000 (assuming a 30% conversion).  

MOTBox updates the due date of the
MOT and contacts potential
customers with personalised
reminders and aftersales marketing
messages,  al l  in a GDPR-compliant
way.
 

Maximising digital  communications
is a proven tool for aftersales
success

A consumer survey conducted by us
found that over 65%  of  people would
make a booking with a dealership or
workshop that proactively contacts
them via email  or text when their
MOT is due.  

Helping dealers to generate and
retain more aftersales business

There are many software tools
avai lable to support a successful
aftersales operation.  Those delivering
the best results provide accurate
integration across multiple systems
and programmes internally and
externally.  

Our VoiceBox Aftersales  eCRM
solution compliments personal
interactions,  by automatical ly
contacting customers via email ,  SMS
and social  media messages that are
proven to enhance aftersales
retention.  
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SAVED BY 
AFTERSALES?

Following on nicely from the above,
showrooms and workshops across the UK
continue to step up their digital
communications to welcome more
customers back,  but data accuracy remains
a signif icant challenge.  

Many customers have put essential
servicing and MOTs on hold during the past
year,  and the government permitting
extensions to MOT due dates has meant
dealers and customers al ike have struggled
to keep on top of the revised due dates.  

In response,  growing numbers of
dealerships are automating aspects of data
management and conducting bulk cleanses
– both in sales and aftersales.  

MOTBox  updates the due date of the MOT,
and contacts potential  customers with
personalised reminders and aftersales
marketing messages,  al l  in a GDPR-
compliant way.  

SAVED BY 
AFTERSALES?
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The potential  benefits are huge

Looking at a sample group of dealers
between June and August 2020, MOT
Box identif ied an average of 925  extra
MOT opportunities per workshop,
with a profit  potential  of  £14,000
(assuming a modest 30%  conversion).  

And communicating with customers
about MOT is a great way to drive
aftersales bookings and loyalty.  A
consumer survey conducted by
Marketing Delivery found that over
65% of people would make a booking
with a dealership or workshop that
proactively contacts them via email
or text when their MOT is due.

Increase accuracy

Dealerships that started using
MOTBox during the Covid period
have reaped the benefits .  Our
Managing Director,  Jeremy Evans,
explains:  “Many dealerships were
facing the challenge of  working with
inaccurate MOT renewal data
fol lowing the extension period granted
by the government.  

Our MOTBox solution takes on the
burden of  conducting bulk checks,
updating data sources,  and acts as a
hub for outbound communications.  

Personalised reminder emails  are
issued automatically at the
appropriate time,  and dealers using
our software see a very positive
response rate.

Many aftersales teams have seen a
marked increase in bookings since
introducing MOTBox,  and it  frees up
outbound sales agents to make other
calls .  A further significant benefit  is
that it  al lows the dealer to even out
our resources across the year and
maintain workshop efficiencies and
reduce downtime.”

With accurate data and the help of
automation,  aftersales can become an
even more eff icient contributor to
dealer revenue streams.
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USED CAR 
SALES

As showrooms reopened in early summer
we saw a surge in pent-up demand.
However,  the semiconductor shortage and
Covid-19 related production and logistical
issues have resulted in lean new-car
supply.  That has led more consumers to
turn to the used car market in search of
their next vehicle,  though the fal l  in new
car sales has inevitably curbed any
potential  influx of retai l-ready part-
exchange stock.  

The resulting imbalance between supply
and demand has driven used car prices to
an al l-time high,  and also contributed to an
interesting change in buyer behaviour.

Online research

Recent research by eBay motors showed
that customers are taking longer to make a
purchasing decision than before and are
using multiple online search tools to f ind
the right car at the right price.  

Perhaps the higher used prices are
inculcating a greater sense of caution,  or
perhaps the lack of choice is  simply making
it  harder for consumers to f ind what they
are looking for.  

SEAL THE DEAL
WITH STOCK ALERTS
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One thing is  for sure:  dealers must
ensure that their stock has a strong
online presence to stay at the
forefront of buyers ’  minds.  It  wil l  be
vital  to keep prospects engaged, and
the evidence suggests that this wil l
be a longer process than we are used
to.  The knock-on effect of  this may
mean sales staff  have to
simultaneously juggle a larger
number of leads – of varying quality
– than before.

Longer lead management

The dealers best equipped to handle
this new set of  circumstances wil l  be
those wil l ing to embrace digital  tools
and increased automation.  That wil l
al low them to keep large numbers of
prospects engaged with hyper-
targeted content – and, crucial ly,
requiring l itt le manual intervention
from sales staff .  

Tools such as Marketing Delivery’s
Stock Alerts  system can update a
customer when a car,  bike or van
matching their search criteria comes
into stock or when there is  a price
change.  It  is  l ikely that the reason
people are using multiple vehicle
sales websites is  to make sure they
are getting the ‘r ight ’  vehicle at the
best possible price.  

I f  you can help the customer f ind this
information without searching for it
themselves,  they’re already one step
closer to your showroom door.

Seal the deal

Effective automation doesn’t  mean an
end to personal interaction;  rather it
enhances it .  Software l ike our Stock
Alerts and SocialStock  solutions can
alleviate the administrative burden of
keeping on top of leads and free up
sales staff  to interact with customers
who are ready to commit to a sale.
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LOST LEADS

With showrooms closed by repeated
lockdowns, customers on the hunt for a
new or used vehicle had no choice but to
use digital  channels to explore potential
purchases.  The change in behaviour that
was brought about by necessity has now
become deeply ingrained, and many retai l
outlets report that ever-greater numbers
of customers are presenting at the
dealership only to confirm their choice and
conduct the f inal  transaction.

The speed of this change has been
remarkable.  Data gleaned from our dealer
customers reveals that the average number
of days between a new enquiry and
confirmed order has reduced from 16  days
in 2020 to just six days  in 2021.  

OUR LOST LEADS
SOLUTION
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Having done their own extensive
research online,  customers are
arriving at dealerships further along
the purchase funnel than ever before.
While this brings welcome rel ief  for
many sales staff ,  we must not
overlook those customers who are
not as far along in their decision-
making process.  This latter group of
prospects can easi ly be lost in the
digital  ether and, without continued
meaningful  engagement,  wil l  readily
switch to an alternative potential
retai ler.

50% of ‘ lost ’  leads are stil l  looking
for the right vehicle

Keeping on top of a fast-growing
volume of digital  enquiries can be a
daunting prospect for any dealership,
and the temptation for sales staff  is
to quickly regard any lead as ‘ lost ’  i f
it  cannot be fulf i l led early on in the
process.  That is  particularly
problematical  r ight now because
sustained stock shortages are
preventing orders from being placed.

Our innovative Lost Leads  solution
can take away much of the burden of
ongoing interaction,  generating
automated communications that keep
these leads in the pipeline unti l  the
right car at the right price becomes
available.  

Figures indicate that,  on average,
half  of  ‘ lost ’  leads are actual ly sti l l  in
the market for a car,  and timely
interactions are often al l  that are
needed to get them back through the
showroom door.  

A recent analysis of  our cl ient data
showed that each dealership using
the Lost Leads function re-engaged
an average of eight customers per
month ,  placing them back into the
sales funnel as active enquiries after
previously being marked as ‘ lost ’
leads.

Multi-platform solution

Key to the success of our software is
that it  was designed by our team with
motor retai l  experience.  Other CRM
tools try to f it  the square-pegged
‘automotive customer’  into the round
hole of ‘general  consumer’ ,  whereas
our solutions better reflect the needs
and behaviours of modern new and
used car buyers.  

Uniquely,  our LeadBox  software can
manage leads,  sales and aftersales al l
within the same platform. This
provides a universal  view of the
customer and improves loyalty by
managing interactions as they
progress from sales to aftersales and
back to sales.



Grow Your Dealership Strategical ly,  and 
Improve Customer Retention.

01892 599 911
www.marketingdelivery.com
get. in.touch@marketing.delivery


